TRY ONE OF THESE FREE ANTI-VIRUS PROGRAMS
If your anti-virus program for which you pay an annual fee is about to
expire, consider one of these FREE products. You won’t be disappointed
and you will save some money at the same time.
Experts agree that you should never have more than one antivirus program running
on your computer. Install only one of these. Any of the 3-A’s are considered to be
the best free products in the industry.
Microsoft’s Windows Defender is popular because it is built-into the Windows 10
operating system and starts working the moment you start your computer. Other
programs take several seconds to start doing their work. Earlier, Defender was
used by the researchers as the baseline for evaluating other anti-virus applications
and these three programs were rated much higher. However, many gurus are now
viewing the Microsoft product in a new and very positive light.

AVIRA FREE ANTI-VIRUS continues to grow in popularity, and the latest
major release shows why this free security program is at the top of the charts. A
brilliantly customizable one-click threat killer, baked-in anti-spyware and antiadware to compliment the antivirus engine, the ability to scan "locked" files, a
rebuilt heuristics engine, and infection protections for its own source files are
what's new and notable in AntiVir. You can run a scan at night and not worry
about the scan pausing and waiting for user input before it continues. Despite the
nag window that pops up following the frequent threat definition file updates, the
program is well worth trying to see how far free security has come.
http://www.avira.com/en/avira-free-antivirus

AVAST FREE ANTIVIRUS is a feature-packed utility that integrates elements
typically found in premium products. It monitors and filters email traffic for
malware, and its Network Shield works on systems using Windows to protect
against Internet-based attacks such as worms. http://download.cnet.com/AvastFree-Antivirus-2015/3001-2239_4-10019223.html?hasJs=n&hlndr=1&part=dl85737&path=direct&ls=media
AVG FREE ANTIVIRUS, according to some reviewers is one of the best
antiviruses on the market. It's powerful, has lots of features, and has a friendly
interface. You can also schedule virus scans ahead of time and choose which parts
of the system you need to analyze, as well as run separate scans to identify rootkits.
The program includes LinkScanner, which assesses the safety of the websites you
visit, as well as links on social networks including Facebook or Twitter.
http://www.avg.com/ww-en/thank-you-protection-free?build=ppc_1597
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